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Abstract 
Domain swapping, fragment complementation and self-assembly in-engineered chimeric 

proteins. 

Matt Craft 
Stewart Loh 
 Domain swapping is a form of protein oligomerization in which two or more identical 

proteins reciprocally exchange parts of their tertiary structure.  The structure of the domain 

swapped proteins is identical to the structure formed by the monomer except for the hinge 

region linking the two domains.  Domain swapping provides the cell with a way to control 

complex assembly, alter enzyme kinetics and specificity.  Domain swapping can also be used to 

reconstitute enzyme function or as a form of molecular recognition.  Only a small number of 

proteins are known domain swap, and the forces behind domain swapping are not well 

understood.  Much more need to be understood about how and why proteins domain swap, 

before it would be possible to reliably engineer proteins to do so.  In an effort to understand 

the thermodynamic forces that drive domain swapping, the goal of this project was to induce 

domain swapping and investigate the effects different hinge regions have on an otherwise 

identical domain swapped structure.  To accomplish this we inserted ubiquitin (Ub) into five 

surface loops of ribose binding protein (RBP), a protein that does not naturally domain swap.  

The presence of ubiquitin puts conformational strain on RBP and vice versa, where the folding 

of one causes the other to unfold.  The entropic penalty for having unfolded domains can be 

relieved by domain swapping, allowing all protein domains to be folded.  Using gel filtration and 

circular dichroism we determined that our RBP-Ub (RU) fusion proteins domain swap.  This 

domain swapping is dependent upon the conformational strain caused by a folded Ub, and can 

be reversed by the addition of a flexible glycine linker.  Using our RU system we provide the first 
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evidence that proteins with non-identical hinge regions can domain swap to form stable, 

functional oligomers.  Finally we present a physical model that explains the ability of different 

RU’s to domain swap, which provides at least some of the criteria required of domain swapping 

proteins. 
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Chapter 1 

Overview of Domain Swapping 

 3D Domain Swapping is the process by which two identical protein monomers 

reciprocally exchange parts of their secondary structure, or “domains” with each other to form 

a stable complex, such that the oligomeric form preserves the 3D fold of the monomer.  

(Bennett 1995, Liu 2002)  (figure 1).  By definition, a domain swapping protein must have both a 

known monomeric structure and a known swapped oligomeric structure.  If a protein has a 

known dimer structure but the monomer structure is unknown, it is considered “a candidate for 

domain swapping”.  Likewise, if a homologue of that protein has a known monomeric structure 

it is considered “quasidomain swapping” (Schlunegger 1997).  

 Diphtheria toxin was the first protein to be officially labeled domain swapped when its 

dimeric structure was solved in 1994 (figure 2) (Bennett 1994).  However several proteins had 

previously be suspected to domain swap before the term was coined including: beef liver 

catalase (Fita 1985), chicken citrate synthase (Remington 1982), and E. coli recA (Story 1992).  

Bovine pancreatic RNaseA was the first protein to be suspected of domain swapping in 1962 

when it was proposed that the dimers observed during lyophilization formed by swapping N-

terminal domains (Crestfield 1962).  This was confirmed in 1998 when the structure was solved 

(Liu 1998). 

 For the purposes of this work we will use the following definitions to refer to the 

different states of a domain swapped protein.  The closed monomer refers to the intact fully 
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folded monomer, while the open monomer is the monomer with its “swapping domain” 

unfolded.  The swapped domain is the domain of one monomer that interacts with the other 

monomer.  The interactions between the swapped domains are identical to normal interactions 

present in the monomer.  The hinge Loop is the stretch of amino acids connecting the swapped 

domain to the rest of the protein subunit.  The conformation of the hinge loop may differ 

between the monomeric and swapped states, but the rest of the structure remains almost 

identical.  The functional Unit refers to the functional structure formed by the swapped domain 

of one monomer interacting with another monomer (figure 1) (Bennett 1995, Liu 2002).
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Domain swapping in the cell 

Why do protein domains swap?  

 The driving forces behind domain swapping are not completely understood.  However, 

examining the structure of some of the known domain swapping proteins can provide some 

insight into the structural capabilities this kind of fold imparts.  Domain swapping provides cells 

with a way to fine tune protein function by controlling complex assembly (Parge 1993), altering 
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enzyme kinetics and specificity (Piccoli 1988 and Cafaro 1995), and inhibiting proteins from 

functioning (Josephson 2001). 

 Domain swapped regulation of complex assembly can be seen in the cell cycle 

regulatory protein CksHs2.  CksHs2 binds cyclin-dependent kinases and is thought to act as a 

scaffold that allows them to multimerize.  The active form of the protein is a hexamer 

composed of three domain swapped dimers.  The dimeric form is stabilized by a metal ion that 

binds a glutamic acid residue in each hinge loop (Parge 1993).  Upon domain swapping the Glu 

63 residues in the hinge region come into close proximity, and at neutral pH they are negatively 

charged and repel each other (figure 3).  The repelling force caused by the presence of two 

negative charges can be nullified by the presence of a metal ion.  The metal ion acts as a shield 

between the two negative glutamic acid residues, allowing them to come into the close 

proximity necessary to domain swap instead of being repelled.  When EDTA is present to 

chelate the metal ions, hexamers do not form (Parge 1993), suggesting that domain swapped 

dimerization does not occur.  This mechanism allows for ion concentration to control assembly 

of the active hexamer, and therefore function of the protein.  At low metal ion concentrations 

the negative charge is not shielded preventing domain swapping from occurring and the 

functional complex from forming.  At high metal ion concentration the negative charge can be 

shielded driving domain swapping and the formation of active hexameric CksHs2. 
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 Domain swapped regulation of enzyme function can be seen in BS-RNase, a form of 

pancreatic RNase found in bull seminal fluid.  It domain swaps by exchanging parts of its N-

terminus, and in doing so forms two active sites consisting of histidine’s from different 

polypeptide chains (figure 4) (Mazzarella 1993).  The swapped dimer shows mixed co-

operativity between the active sites, something impossible in a one active site monomer 

(Piccoli 1988).  Mixed co-operativity can only occur when three or more active sites are utilized 

by the substrate, as it can only be mathematically modeled by a third degree or higher equation 

(Teipel 1969).  The joining of two monomers with one active site each does not yield a third 

active site.  This means that there must be an as of yet unknown sub site not present normally 

on the monomer.  Although no sub sites have been identified for BS-RNase, there is evidence 
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for sub sites on the closely related RNase A (Piccoli 1988).  The physical linking of the two 

monomers with one active site each cannot provide the observed co-operativity.  This means 

that domain swapping must provide the addition sites not seen in the monomer.  

Like Most RNases, BS-RNase can degrade RNA; however that does not appear to be its 

primary function.  BS-RNase has been shown to have anti-tumor activity (Matoušek 1973).  This 

anti-tumor activity is only seen in the dimeric form, not the monomer.  BS-RNase has two 

dimeric forms, one where the N-terminus is domain swapped and one which is not domain 

swapped.  Anti-tumor activity is only seen in the domain swapped form (Cafaro 1994).  Since 

the monomer and domain swapped dimer have essentially the same structure, and the non-

domain swapped dimer does not show anti-tumor activity.  The anti-tumor activity must be 

derived from a unique property of the domain swapped protein.
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 Domain swapping can also inhibit the function of proteins.  Human IL-10 is 

involved in the suppression of the immune systems inflammatory response.  It has an 

antagonistic relationship with the pro-inflammatory cytokine IFN-γ.  Exposure to IL-10 blocks 

the production of IFN-γ and prevents an inflammatory response.  IL-10 activates downstream 

targets by binding its receptor in a 2:4 ratio (two IL-10 homodimers to 4 IL-10R1 molecules) 

(Josephson 2001).  The homodimers consist of two domain swapped IL-10 molecules in which 

two helices are swapped.  The structure of domain swapped IL-10 and dimeric IFN-γ vary 

considerably but they both share the so called “IFN-γ fold” characterized by a bend in α- helix F. 

in that same helix both proteins have two conserved residues (Lys 138 and Glu 142 in IL-10).  

Those amino acids form a binding pocket for receptor tyrosine residues on their respective 

receptor proteins (figure 5) (Josephson 2001).  In addition the IL-10 receptor is more closely 

related to the IFN-y receptor then to other helical cytokine receptors (Zdanov 1995).  It is not 

fully understood how IL-10 prevents IFN-γ function.  One possibility is that the IL-10 and IFN-γ 

receptor-protein complexes are similar enough that IL-10 could weakly interact with the IFN-γ 

receptor complex.  This weak interaction wouldn’t be a strong enough interaction to active the 

receptor, but it would prevent IFN-γ from binding and activating its downstream targets.  
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Domain Swapping in Disease 

In addition to domain-swapped proteins being important in normal cellular function, 

domain-swapped proteins are also implicated in diseases.  Domain swapping primarily causes 

disease by abherrent protein deposition.  This typically happens by one of two mechanisms: 

amyloid deposition and non-amyloid deposition.  In amyloid and amyloid-like deposition 

diseases a domain-swapped protein is believed to act as a nucleation site for the amyloid fiber 

to form (Newcomer 2002).  In non-amyloid deposition diseases domain swapping results in long 

fibers that retain their native structure (Bennett 2006). 

Amyloid and amyloid-like diseases are characterized by the presence of protein 

aggregates that stain with Congo red.  These aggregates take the form of long fibers with a 

distinctive cross-β spine.  The proteins involved in these diseases such as prion protein and 

cystatin C have a wide variety of native structures but all contain the classical cross-β spine 

when they aggregate.  The formation of some of these aggregates is believed to start with a 

domain-swapped dimer which the cross-β spine propagates off of. 

 A severe amyloid–like deposition disease is Crutzfeld-Jacob disease, a prion disease that 

causes spongiform encephalopathy.  In prion diseases normal prion protein (PrPC) is 

oligomerized and converted into a form that is resistant to proteases (PrPSc) (Knaus 2001).  

Although no mechanism is known for PrPC conversion to PrPSc, the current model for conversion 

is nucleation-dependent polymerization (Jarrett 1993).  PrP domain swaps by exchanging a C-

terminal helix, and in the process creates a new β-strand in the hinge region (figure 6) (Knaus 
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2001).  This domain swapped dimer formation could act as the nucleation site for fiber 

polymerization or could aid in the formation of nucleation sites.  
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Another protein implicated in amyloid-like diseases is cystatin C.  It is a small (120 amino 

acid) protein involved in cysteine protease inhibition (Janowski 2005).  Wild type and a mutant 

form of cystatin C are involved or suspected to be involved in the disease process of two 

different amyloid disorders.  The L68Q mutant is involved in hereditary cystatin C amyloid 

angiopathy (Olafsson 2000), and wild type has been shown to co-precipitate with amyloid fibers 

in other diseases (Maruyama 1990).  In the tetragonal polymorph of domain swapped cystatin C 

the β strands of all four functional units are roughly parallel to each other.  One domain 

swapped dimer interacts side on with a second domain swapped dimer such that the β5 strands 

from each dimer and the β2 stands from each dimer interact with each other  (figure 

7)(Janowski 2005).  This stable β5- β5 and β2- β2 interaction allows for infinite oligomizeration 

in both directions, with the β-strands being roughly perpendicular to the direction of 

oligomerization.  This is a hallmark of the cross β-spine structure of amyloid fibers. 
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 Amyloid and amyloid-like diseases are not the only diseases in which domain swapped 

proteins are found.  In non-amyloid diseases involving domain swapping proteins, the protein 

domain swaps into long open ended polymers as opposed to closed dimers like in amyloid 

diseases.  In this way the native structure of the protein is maintained through the fiber.  This 

allows for the proteins native function to be maintained, unlike amyloid diseases in which the 

protein generally adopts a nonnative nonfunctional conformation.  
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 An example of a non-amyloid disease involving domain swapped proteins is α1-

antitrypsin (α1AT) deficiency.  α1AT is a protease inhibitor and its deficiency causes early onset 

emphysema, as well and several liver pathologies (Lomas 2002).  This condition arises when 

α1AT aggregates in hepatocytes and is never delivered to the lungs (Lomas 1992).  Normally 

upon binding to its target proteinase, α1AT undergoes a conformational change and part of an 

exposed surface loop is inserted into β-sheet A forming a sixth β-strand (Huntington 2000).  

However in mutated form of the protein, the β-sheet is widened allowing a loop from a 

neighboring protein to insert into the β-sheet (figure 8).  In this fashion long polymers are 

formed that never leave the hepatocyte (Lomas 1992).
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Engineered Domain Swapping 

 From a biological perspective some of the reasons why proteins domain swap are clear, 

swapping allows the cell to fine tune control of protein function.  From a biophysical 

perspective it is not as clear.  For a monomer to become a dimer (or oligomer) there needs to 

be a thermodynamic driving force.  This driving force is typically not formation of new or 

additional stabilizing interactions in the dimer, as most noncovalent interactions are identical in 

the monomer and the dimer.  For this reason, the notion of conformational strain in the 

monomer has been suggested as the driving force (Bennett 1995, Liu 2002, Newcomer 2002, 

Schlunegger 1997).  This hypothesis holds that the monomer is strained in some way, and that 

strain is relieved by domain swapping.  Because the hinge region is the only portion of the 

structure that is consistently different in swapped and non-swapped states, efforts to 

understand how conformational strain drives swapping have focused on introducing, point 

mutations, insertions, and deletions hinge regions.  These alterations can both reduce or 

increase domain swapping in proteins which already swap, and induce domain swapping in 

proteins that do not naturally domain swap. 

Hinge Loop Mutations 

Strain in the hinge region is thought to be a contributing factor to why proteins domain 

swap (Baker 2001, Zhang 2001).  If the hinge region is forced into an unfavorable conformation 

in the monomer and that unfavorable conformation can be improved by domain swapping, 

then domain swapping should be favored.  This can be seen in several proteins including 
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p13Suc1 (Rousseau 2001) and the Protein L B1 domain, Ppl from Peptostreptococcus magnus 

(Zhang 2001). 

P13Suc1 exists in both a monomeric and dimeric native state; with slow inter conversion 

between the two under physiological conditions (Rousseau 2001).  The equilibrium between 

the two species is governed by two proline residues in the hinge region, proline 90 and 92, with 

the former being in a strained conformation in the monomer and the latter being strained in 

the domain swapped dimer.  The strain is caused by P90 forcing an unfavorable backbone 

conformation that is relieved in the dimer, and P92 forcing an unfavorable backbone strain in 

the dimer (figure 9) (Rousseau 2001).  If the strain in the monomer is relieved by removing the 

critical proline by a P90A mutation, greater than 99 % of the protein remains monomeric by gel 

filtration compared to ~80 % in wild type.  Conversely, if additional strain is added to the 

monomer by adding the addition of a proline in a E91P mutation the resulting protein is ~95 % 

dimer compared to ~20 % in wild type (Rousseau 2001).  These results demonstrate that the 

addition or removal of strain in the hinge region of a domain swapping protein can "tune" its 

propensity to swap. 
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 A stretch of amino acids with unfavorable phi angles in the hinge region can also cause 

the strain necessary to domain swap.  Ppl is a 64-residue domain from the Peptostreptococcus 

magnus Protein L B1 domain.  The second β turn (residues 52-55) has three residues with 

positive phi angles suggesting that that β turn is strained (Zhang 2001).  This puts dimer 

formation under control of two opposing forces, hinge strain in the monomer and the entropic 

penalty of dimer formation (Zhang 2001).  If strain in the monomer can be increased, 

equilibrium should shift towards dimer formation.  This was accomplished by making a G55A 

mutation in the second β turn, with the resulting molecule forming dimers more readily then 

the wild type molecule (Zhang 2001).  Conversely if the strain in the β turn is released by a K54G 

mutation, the monomer stabilized by .67 kCal/mol (Zhang 2001).  Thus, this "tuning" 

phenomenon is not limited to one particular method (e.g. proline addition), but is likely a 
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general phenomenon encompassing any number of methods of increasing strain in the hinge 

region. 

Hinge Loop Deletions 

 Another way to increase strain in the hinge region, and therefore domain swapping is 

the deletion of multiple residues from the hinge region.  If the hinge is not physically long 

enough to fold back in on its self as a monomer, a domain swapped structure should be 

favored.  In fact shortening the hinge loop has been shown to increase domain swapping in 

proteins that already domain swap (Rousseau 2001 and Murray 1998). 

 Strain is in the monomer can be increased by removing amino acids from the hinge loop 

of p13suc1.  When three amino acids are deleted from the hinge loop (V87, H88, and V89) the 

hinge loop is shortened from seven amino acids to four.  This changes the amount of dimer 

from ~20 % in wild type to 99 % (Rousseau 2001). 

  Strain caused by deletion of amino acids in the hinge loop can also be seen in CD2.  CD2 

is a cell adhesion molecule whose N-Terminal domain has previously been shown to form a 

domain-swapped dimer when expressed as a GST fusion construct (Murray 1995).  When a M46 

K47 deletion is made in the hinge loop of the native protein, the monomer is destabilized and 

the amount of dimer changes from 15 % to ~90 % by gel filtration.  Those dimers then associate 

to form a stable tetramer (Murray 1998).  Importantly this dimerization and further 

tetramerization happens independent of GST, indicating that dimerization could occur in a 

physiologic environment, although no role has been found for dimeric CD2. 
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 Proteins that do not naturally domain swap can be made to domain swap by the 

deletion of amino acids from a hinge region.  Staphylococcal nuclease is not known to domain 

swap and remains monomeric above 1 mM (Green 1995).  When amino acids 114-119 are 

deleted, the C-terminal helix swings out and the protein adopts an unfavorable extended 

conformation.  This unfavorable increase in solvent accessible surface area is compensated for 

by the insertion of a helix from a neighboring monomer.  The result is a domain swapped dimer 

arising from a protein which has no previous history of domain swapping (Green 1995). 

Hinge Loop Insertions 

 Insertion of several amino acids has been shown to induce domain swapping in proteins 

that naturally do not.  When glutamine repeats are inserted into chymotrypsin inhibitor 2, 

domain swapping is induced (Chen 1999).  Similarly our lab has shown that when ubiquitin is 

inserted into surface loops of barnase, domain swapping is induced. 

 Insertion of glutamine repeats induced domain swapping in chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 

(CI2).  CI2 is a serine proteinase inhibitor, not known to domain swap.  When ten or four 

glutamine repeats were inserted into the inhibitory loop region, domain swapping was induced 

(Chen 1999).  It was originally thought that the introduction of glutamine repeats would result 

in the formation of polar zippers, thought to be present in CAG repeat diseases such as 

Huntington’s disease.  Polar zippers are a form of oligomerization where monomers associate 

by hydrogen bonds between amides in adjacent β-strands (Perutz 1994).  However both the ten 

and four glutamine repeat mutants produced very stable oligomers that did not readily 

dissociate into monomers.  These structures are too stable to be attributed to oligomerization 
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by polar zippers, and upon crystallization it was found that C-terminal residues 61-83 are 

domain swapped in the dimeric structure (Chen 1999). 

Engineered Lever-Assembler Domain Swapping Modules 

 Our lab is the first to show that insertion of a whole protein (lever) into surface loops of 

a second protein (assembler) can induce domain swapping.  When the small 76 amino acid 

protein ubiquitin is inserted into surface loops of barnase putting strain on the protein, barnase 

domain swaps into long polymers (figure 10) (Ha 2012).  These two proteins are 

thermodynamically coupled, such that the free energy of folding of one protein is enough to 

destabilize and unfold the other (Radley 2003).  Once barnase is unfolded, it can fold via 

domain swapping.  In so doing, the ubiquitin molecule is placed “outside” of the globular 

structure of barnase, thereby allowing each protein to fold in the absence of conformational 

strain imposed by the other.  The amount of thermodynamic coupling and therefore strain on 

barnase can be controlled by the addition of flexible glycine linkers between ubiquitin and 

barnase.  When glycine linkers of sufficient length are added, the two domains do not strain 

each other and are no longer thermodynamically coupled so no domain swapping occurs.  As 

the length of the glycine linker is reduced, strain and thermodynamic coupling are increased 

and domain swapping occurs (Cutler 2009). 
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Summary of Engineered Domain Swapping 

By modulating the strain on the hinge loop the amount of domain swapping can be 

controlled.  This can be accomplished by point mutations, deletions from the hinge loop, small 

insertions into the hinge loop, and as our lab has shown insertion of whole proteins into surface 

loops of other proteins.  Our method provides a simple method to induce domain swapping and 

we can use it to create novel molecular recognition complexes or as a way to specifically induce 

activity.  In our mechanism, domain swapping is dependent on the conformational strain the 

lever protein imparts on the assembler.  If the amount of conformational strain can be altered 

by a small molecule, the amount of domain swapping can be controlled.  When a small 

molecule binds to a protein, the stability of the protein is commonly increased (Waldron 2003, 

Thompson 2008).  Because the lever and assembler are thermodynamically coupled, increased 
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stability in the lever caused by ligand binding results in decreased stability in the assembler 

(Cutler 2007).  If the increased stability of the lever is greater than the stability of the 

assembler, the assembler can unfold and domain swap. 
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Chapter 2 

Introduction 

 Even with all that is known about the processes behind domain swapping and domain-

swapped proteins, it is still not fully understood why some proteins domain swap and others do 

not.  As of 2009 there are only ~60 proteins structurally confirmed to domain swap 

(Gronenborn 2009).  Theoretically almost any protein is capable of domain swapping so this low 

number is somewhat surprising.  Our goal is to understand the thermodynamic forces that drive 

proteins to domain swap, and to use this knowledge to reliably engineer proteins to domain 

swap.  
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 To do this we are following the general scheme established in Ha et al.  In this scheme a 

protein with a large N-C terminal distance (lever) is inserted into surface loops of a second 

protein (assembler).  This puts the lever and assembler in a “thermodynamic tug-of-war”.  Both 

the lever and assembler want to be folded, but both cannot be folded at the same time.  At 

some point the lever will have unfolded the assembler, and the assembler can go on to form 

domain swapped structures.  These structures can either be dimeric like the p13Suc1 dimers or 

extended polymers like those seen in α1-antitrypsin.  In this project ubiquitin (Ub) is inserted 
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into five different surface loops of ribose binding protein (RBP) at positions 35, 60,125,210, and 

258 creating five different  RBP-ubiquitin   (RU)chimeric protein of ~40 kDa each (figure 11).  

Ubiquitin has a sufficiently large N-C terminal distance (38 Å) so that being inserted into the 

surface loop of RBP which has a smaller space will put conformational stress on RBP and try to 

unfold it, similarly RBP will try and compress Ub.  These antagonistic forces result in a situation 

where both proteins cannot be folded at the same time, resulting in either RBP or Ub unfolding.  

However large unfolded proteins are not energetically favorable so to rectify that un-

favorability the RBP domains can fold via domain swapping.  This allows both RBP and ubiquitin 

to be folded in solution, eliminating the energetic penalty for an unfolded domain and the 

conformational stress of having both domains folded in the monomer.  By inserting ubiquitin 

into multiple surface loops we will be able vary the size and 3D structure of the swapped 

domain.  This will allow us to investigate how size and structure of the swapped domain 

impacts the stability and overall ability of the otherwise identical constructs to domain swap. 

 Gel filtration is used as a first test for domain swapping.  If no oligomers are formed 

domain swapping is not occurring under those conditions.  If oligomers are formed domain 

swapping might be occurring.  However gel filtration does not distinguish between aggregation, 

domain swapping and other forms of oligomerization.  Our domain swapping mechanism is 

based on the conformational strain of the lever being inserted into the assembler causing 

domain swapping.  If ubiquitin and RBP can be uncoupled by the addition of a flexible linker, 

the thermodynamic strain should be decreased and the amount of oligomerization should 
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decrease (figure 12).  

 

 To specifically test if the oligomers formed are domain swapped, we assayed for ribose 

binding.  Because the domain swapped functional unit contains the same 3D interactions 

present in the monomer, both the monomer and possible domain-swapped complexes will be 

able to bind ribose.  This makes the monomer and oligomer hard to differentiate based on 

ribose binding along.  In order to specifically assay for a ribose bound oligomer we created the 

deletion mutants.  The deletion mutants are formed by deleting residues 1-35 (ΔN) or 211-277 

(ΔC) (figure 13).  The deletion mutants are lacking critical ribose binding residues and should 

not be able to bind ribose as monomers, so any ribose binding must come from oligomers.  In 

addition ribose binding is only possible if the oligomers form via domain swapping, if the 

oligomers form by some other mechanism ribose binding is not possible.  However because 
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these deletion mutants do not form a functional monomer, this is not domain swapping instead 

it is the analogous process called fragment complementation.

 

  Fragment complementation is an analogous process to domain swapping.  

Domain swapping is when two identical monomeric proteins exchange parts of their structure.  

Fragment complementation is when that same monomer is cleaved into two fragments, and 

those fragments come together to form a functional unit structurally the same as the monomer 

(figure 14).  The yeast-2-hybrid system is an example of this.  In this system a transcription 

factor such as GAL4 is split into two fragments, a DNA binding fragment and an activation 

fragment.  When these two fragments are brought together, they produce a functional 

transcription factor (Fields 1989).  If a domain swapping monomer is cleaved at the hinge loop, 

the interactions necessary for the fragments to complement, are the same as the interactions 
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necessary domain swapping.  In domain swapping proteins must be able to form both 

monomers and oligomers with the same 3D structure.  In fragment complementation the 

native monomer is split into two fragments and the fragment complemented structure is the 

same as the domain swapped monomer and one functional unit of the domain swapped 

structure.  The RU deletion mutants are created in such a way that the interactions necessary 

for the two fragments to complement are the same as the interactions necessary for two open 

monomers to domain swap.  Domain swapping requires two basic processes, unfolding of the 

closed monomer and re-folding in the domain-swapped form (figure 1).  In this way fragment 

complementation can stand in for the re-folding half of domain swapping.  

 RU deletion fragments were also developed to test the novel idea that domain swapping 

in our RU’s can happen between non-identical proteins, a phenomenon not previously 

observed with any domain swapping protein.  Previous experiments had indicated that when 

different RU’s were mixed in solution they formed heterogeneous oligomers instead of 

homogeneous oligomers like we expected (data not shown).  The RU deletion fragments allow 

us to look specifically at one type of domain-swapped species.  Full length RU’s can form both 

homogeneous (perfect) domain-swapped complexes, and heterogeneous (imperfect) domain-

swapped complexes.  Perfect domain-swapped complexes are the “classic” examples of domain 

swapping; the two monomers are perfectly complimented with no redundant amino acids.  

Imperfect domain-swapped complexes are a form of domain swapping our lab first proposed in 

which the two monomers do not perfectly complement each other, there are sections of amino 

acids that are redundant (figure 15 A,B).  With full length RU’s both types of complexes are 

possible in the same oligomer so it is very hard to distinguish perfect from imperfect swapping 
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by traditional methods.  The deletion mutants cannot form species larger than a dimer so they 

allow us to specifically investigate if imperfect complexes form (figure 15 C, D).
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Methods 

Growth 

 All Full length RU constructs were purified by Josh Karchin.  RU full length constructs 

were expressed in BL21 (DE3) Escherichia coli cells.  Briefly, transformed by the addition of 1 μl 

pET21 plasmid DNA was added to 30 μl BL21 cells.  Cells heat shocked at 42 oC for 40 seconds.  

500 μl Luria Broth (LB) was added, and the cells were incubated at 37 oC, shaking at 200 rpm for 

1 hr. Cells were plated on LB+50 µg/ml ampicillin plates.  The plates were incubated over night 

at 37 oC.  Five overnight colonies were picked and added to a starter culture of 50 ml LB+ 50 

µg/ml ampicillin.  Cells were grown at 37 oC, with shaking at200 rpm for ~2 hr.  The starter 

culture was then added to 2 L of LB+50 µg/ml ampicillin and grown at 37 oC at 200 rpm shaking 

until OD600 was ~0.6.  Temperature was dropped to 20 oC and 150 µg/ml Isopropyl β-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added, incubation continued overnight.  Cells were pelleted 

by centrifugation at 4o C in 1 L volumes.  Pellets were re-suspended in 10 mL buffer (10 mM 

sodium phosphate (NaP) pH 7.0) per 2 L worth of pellet, and frozen at -20 oC. 

 All other constructs were grown in the same conditions as the full length constructs 

except for the following.  RU34LL, RU60LL and RU210ΔC were grown on a pET41 plasmid with 

kanamycin.  The other RU deletion mutants were grown on a plasmid with streptomycin as the 

selection agent. 
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Purification 

Full length and LL Purification 

 Cells were lysed by incubation with 8 M urea and 20 mM sodium acetate (NaOAc) pH 

5.0 at 42 oC  followed by sonication.  Lysate was diluted to ~6 M urea and clarified by 

centrifugation.  The pellet was discarded and the supernatant loaded on to a Q-sepharose 

column, pre-equilibrated with wash buffer (6 M urea, 20 mM NaOAc pH 5.0), and the protein 

was eluted with an 1M gradient of NaCl.  Fractions containing pure protein were pooled and 

dialyzed against ddH2O, frozen, lyophilized, and then stored at -20 oC. 

Deletion Mutant Purification 

 The cell pellet was lysed by the addition of lysozyme followed by sonication.  The lysate 

was pelleted and the supernatant was filtered and loaded onto NI-NTA beads pre-equilibrated 

with wash buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.3 M NaCl 10 mM imidazole).  Protein was eluted with 

elution buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.3 M NaCl 150 mM imidazole).  Fractions containing pure 

protein were pooled and dialyzed against ddH20, frozen, lyophilized, and then stored at -20 oC. 

Gel Filtration 

Oligomer Size Determination 

 RU’s and RULL’s were re-suspended to 50 μM from lyophilized in buffer (25mM NaP pH 

7.0, 0.15 M NaCl) except for RU60LL and RU210LL which were re-suspended at 200 μM.  The 

solution was injected into a Zenix sec-300 column 7.8X300 ml (Sepax) and eluted with buffer at 

0.8 ml/min. Elution was monitored at 214nm. 
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Equilibrium Kinetics 

 Full length RU constructs were re-suspended to 2000 μM from lyophilized in buffer 

(25mM NaP pH 7.0, 0.15 M NaCl), The solution was injected into a Zenix sec-300 column 

7.8X300 ml (Sepax) and eluted with buffer at 0.8 ml/min. Elution was monitored at 214nm.  The 

solutions were then rapidly diluted to 1.5 µM, and ran through gel filtration immediately (~ten 

minute dead time) then one, two, three, four, five, six, and seven days later.  Area under the 

monomer peak was calculated and compared to the area under the entire elution profile; from 

that fraction monomer was calculated. 

Circular Dichroism 

Temperature Melts 

 RU deletion mutants were re-suspended from lyophilized in guanidine hydrochloride 

(GDU) buffer (6 M GDU 25mM NaP pH 7.0) at ~200 µM.  Individual fragments were then diluted 

1:3 into GDU buffer and dialyzed against 3x 1 L dialysis buffer (10 mM NaP pH 7.0, 0.15M NaCl 

+/- 1mM ribose) 2 X 3 hrs, 1 X overnight, 2 M GDU was added 1.5 hrs before melting. 

 Deletion mutant combinations were mixed 1:1:1,  ΔN :ΔC: GDU buffer, and dialyzed 

against 3x 1 L dialysis buffer (10 mM NaP pH 7.0, 0.15M NaCl) 2 X 3 hrs, 1 X overnight, 2 M GDU 

and 1.25 mM ribose was added 1.5 hrs before melting 

Temperature melts were taken on an AVIV model 420 circular dichroism spectrophotometer 

(AVIV Biomedical INC.).  Proteins were melted from 11-89 oC, structure was monitored at 222 

nm. 
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Guanidine Melts 

 Stocks of RU60ΔN, 60ΔC, 125ΔN, 125ΔC, 210ΔN, and 210ΔC were made at 100 μM of by 

re-suspending the individual fragments in buffer (25 mM NaP pH 7.0, 0.15M NaCl).  RU60ΔN 

210ΔC, RU60ΔC 210ΔN, RU125ΔN 210ΔC, and RU125ΔC 210ΔN were mixed in equal volumes.  

Combinations were diluted 1:20 into buffer +/- GDU.  A GDU concentration series was obtained 

using a microlab 500 series diluter (Hamilton).  All samples were incubated overnight at room 

temperature (RT). 

 Wavelength scans were taken from 227 nm to 217 nm at 25 oC on a AVIV model 420 

circular dichroism spectrophotometer (AVIV  Biomedical INC.).  The following curve was used to 

fit the data and calculate ΔG for each combination (Clarke 1993).  Curve was fit using 

Kaleidagraph (Abelbeck Software). 
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Results 

RU full length Gel Filtration 

 Gel filtration chromatography separates proteins in solution based on their size and 

shape.  This allows us to look at our engineered RU’s in solution and see how many different 

population of proteins form, and the relative size of those populations (figure 16 black lines) If 

the RU’s do not show any higher order species we can conclude that they are not forming 

oligomers, and do not domain swap. 

 All five RU constructs showed a significant amount of higher order species (figure 16 

black lines).  RU35 shows an equal amount of apparent monomer and dimer with some larger 

species present.  RU60 shows mostly dimer with some larger species and no discernable 

monomer peak.  RU125 shows a small amount of monomer but is mostly dimer and larger 

species.  RU210 shows some monomer but more dimer and larger species.  RU258 shows a 

small amount of monomer but is mostly dimer with higher order species.  

 All RU constructs show oligomer formation consistent with domain swapping.  However 

the calculated molecular weight (MW) did not match well to predicted oligomeric MW’s.  Our 

column is calibrated using compact globular proteins.  In the case of domain swapping RU’s, 

oligomers may form in an extended state and open monomers are not expected to be compact 

and globular due to the presence of unfolded or disordered domains.  This increase in 

hydrodynamic radius will cause the RU’s to appear as a higher molecular weight then they 

really are.  Thus we cannot quantify how large the oligomers are, just that they are being 

formed in significant amounts.  
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RULL G 
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Gel filtration of RU long-linker (RULL) variants 

 In our earlier paper (Cutler 2009) we inserted ubiquitin into barnase (BU) in the same 

manner as our RU constructs.  We showed that the barnase and ubiquitin chimeras are 

thermodynamically coupled.  Additionally we showed that the thermodynamic linkage between 

barnase and ubiquitin can be decreased by the addition of flexible linkers, if linkers of sufficient 

length are added the unfolding of barnase is prevented.  If the same domain swapping 

mechanism is at work in the RU constructs domain swapping should be prevented by the same 

method.  To test this hypothesis, we added eight glycine residues on each side of ubiquitin as a 

flexible linker between the ubiquitin and RBP domains for all the RU constructs creating five RU 

long linker (RULL) constructs.   

 Compared to the full length RU proteins, the corresponding RULL’s showed an almost 

entirely mono-disperse profile at a low molecular weight (figure 16 red lines).  RU258LL and 

RU210LL were the only constructs which did not run as a mono-disperse species, but even 

those constructs showed a marked decrease in higher order species.  This shows that by 

removing the conformational stress ubiquitin places on RBP we are able to eliminate or greatly 

reduce the formation of oligomers.  This provides strong evidence that domain swapping 

happens by a similar mechanism to our previous work. 

Kinetics Change Depending on Insertion Point 

 The amount of oligomer in solution is dependent on the concentration of the overall 

solution.  At 1.56 µM the percentage of protein that is monomeric is much greater than the 
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percentage monomer at 50 µM (figure 17).  We can use this to observe how long it takes each 

RU construct to reach equilibrium when rapidly diluted from high to low concentration.  
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 The constructs fell into two categories: fast and slow equilibrators.  RU35 and RU60 

equilibrated fast, on the order of minutes to hours.  While RU125 and RU210 equilibrated far 

slower, on the order of days (figure 18).  Use of RU258 was discontinued because that insertion 

point could not be used for the deletion mutants where residues 210-277 are deleted.  This tells 

us something about the domain swapped species present in each construct.  For a domain 

swapped dimer to become a closed monomer two things need to happen.  First the domain 
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swapped structures need to unfold (at least partially) and disassociate from each other.  Second 

the monomers need to re-fold independent of one another.  All the interactions in the domain 

swapped RBP must be the same for all the RU’s, therefore the difference in kinetics must come 

from the insertion point.  RU35 and RU60 which equilibrate quickly have small swapped domain 

that are located entirely on the same side of the molecule.  RU125 and RU60 have larger 

swapped domains that transverse the molecule.  A smaller swapped domain that stays on the 

same side of the molecule means less interaction need to be broken and less of the protein 

needs to unfold in order to become a monomer.  The larger swapped domains that transverse 

the molecule require more interaction be broken and more of the molecule to unfold in order 

to become a monomer (figure 19).  This difference in the size and 3D location of the swapped 

domain could be responsible for the difference in equilibration time. 
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Individual and Homogeneous Deletion Mutant Combinations 

Gel filtration is not a definitive test of domain swapping, because it only reports on size 

of the higher order species, not the mechanism of their formation.  In other words, it cannot 

differentiate between more typical mechanisms of large-species formation (e.g. non-specific 

aggregation) and domain swapping.  However, in contrast to other mechanisms of oligomer 

formation, domain swapping must by definition form a fully-folded, functional protein.  We 

therefore turned to protein function to report on the folding state of the protein. 

 A domain swapped RU will have an intact functional RBP and will be able to bind ribose.  

We can detect ribose binding by looking for a shift in thermal melting temperature (Tm) (Cuneo 

2008).  When RBP binds ribose its Tm increases by ~12 oC.  We can measure Tm by using 

circular dichroism to observe the amount of α-helix structure the RU’s have as temperature is 

increased.  However interpretation of this assay would be difficult as closed RU monomers and 

soluble, non-domain swapped aggregates may also be able to bind ribose.  To simplify the assay 

and make it specific for domain swapped species we engineered a series of deletion mutants 

that are unable to bind ribose as monomers, necessitating a domain swapped fold with a 

second RU construct to reconstitute a functional RBP (figure 13). 

 Individual RU deletion mutants do not bind ribose (figure 20) because critical ribose 

binding residues have been deleted.  This means that any ribose binding must be from complex 

formation.  When two homogeneous fragments that have opposite ends deleted (RU60ΔN and 

RU60ΔC for example) are combined, an intact functional RBP forms and the complex binds 

ribose (figure 21).  Binding ribose is a criteria for domain swapping, because the native function 
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is re-constituted.  However the interaction in our assay cannot actually be called domain 

swapping because there is not a closed monomer to domain swapped species transition.  

Instead we have two different protein fragments which come together to form an intact 

complex.  In the same way that the two fragments of a transcription factor in a Yeast-2-hybrid 

assay don’t domain swap when they associate, each fragment contributes part of the complete 

transcription factor.  The interactions necessary for the fragments to compliment specifically, 

are the same interactions necessary for an open monomer to domain swap.  Domain swapping 

can be broken down into two parts, the unfolding of the monomer and the folding of the 

domain swapped structure.  Fragment complementation is analogous to the second half of 

domain swapping, the folding of the domain swapped structure. 
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Imperfect Swap 

The idea of the imperfect swap arose when we asked what would happen if we mixed 

two different RU constructs (e.g. RU35 and RU60).  We initially hypothesized that the mixture 

would self-assort into homogeneous polymers, rather than form heterogeneous polymers.  

Heterogeneous polymer formation would require domain swapping between non-identical 
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proteins, something that had never been seen before.  However preliminary data clearly 

indicated that heterogeneous polymers were in fact forming.  To test this idea directly we went 

back to the deletion fragments.  Besides not binding ribose in the monomeric form, the 

deletion fragments have the additional advantage of not being able to form an oligomer bigger 

than a dimer.  This allows us to simplify the amount of species possible in the assay, reducing 

the possible structures to either a single imperfect swap or no swap (figure 22 A, B).  

Additionally the heterogeneous combinations can be placed into two categories (figure 23).  

Those that we would expect to swap favorably (figure 22 A), and those that we would expect to 

swap unfavorably because the only way for them to swap and still function would be to have an 

internal unfolded ubiquitin or “bubble” (figures 22 B and 24).  A bubble structure is formed 

when one of the internal ubiquitin domains becomes unfolded.  The bubble structure allows 

combination of fragments to bind ribose when they otherwise would not be able to.  The 

combination expected to swap unfavorably (figure 23 red) are predicted to do so because they 

cannot form an intact RBP by normal means.  They are missing part of the RBP sequence from 

the complimented structure (figure 24 A).  They can rectify this by unfolding one ubiquitin 

domain; forming a “bubble” this would allow them to be able to bind ribose (figure 24 B) 
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Heterogeneous Combinations 

  All the combinations that we expected to interact and bind ribose did (figure 25 black 

and blue).  This confirms that an imperfect swap is indeed possible.  In addition the 

combinations that we expected to swap unfavorably either did not bind ribose or only a small 

fraction bound ribose, with the exception of the two combinations RU60ΔC 210ΔN and 

RU125ΔC 210ΔN, where large fraction of those combinations bound ribose (figure 25 red and 

green).  The only way for those fragments to compliment is if they contain a “bubble” (figure 22 

B).  The presence of an internal unfolded ubiquitin should act as a destabilizing force on the 

complex, however unexpectedly, these unfavorable complexes paradoxically have a higher 
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thermal stability then the corresponding favorable complexes (RU60ΔC 210ΔN and RU125ΔC 

210ΔN) (figure 22). 
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Guanidine Melts of “Bubble Structures” 

 The two complexes (RU60ΔC 210ΔN and RU125ΔC 210ΔN) that should be less stable due 

to an unfolded ubiquitin are more stable thermally.  This seemed counterintuitive so to rectify 

this apparent conflict, guanidine melts of the complexes were performed so that a ΔG of 

unfolding could be calculated. 

 The ΔG’s of unfolding of both unfavorable complexes are less than the ΔG of unfolding 

of the corresponding favorable complex (figure 26).  This confirms our prediction that the 

complexes with a bubble are less stable then the complexes without a bubble.  It is not fully 

clear why the bubble structures show a higher stability then the non-bubble structures by 

temperature denaturation, but a lower stability by chemical denaturation.  One a possible 

explanation is that reference state for the two assays are different.  Denaturation of proteins by 

temperature does not fully denature them, there is a bit of residual structure left, whereas as 

denaturation by guanidine results in a fully unfolded protein.  When melted by temperature the 

fragments that make up the bubble structure have less structure then the fragments that make 

up the non-bubble structure (figure 27) when melted by guanidine all fragments have the same 

amount of structure.  The normal structure is presumed to be more stable than the bubble 

structure that contains an unfolded ubiquitin.  When melted by temperature, the difference 

between the stabilities of the bubble fragments and the bubble structure is greater than the 

difference between the stabilities of the normal fragments and the normal structure.  So the 

bubble structure appears to be more stable.  When melted by guanidine, the difference 

between the stabilities of the bubble fragments and the bubble structure should be less than 
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the difference between the stabilities of the normal fragments and the normal structure.  So 

the bubble structures are actually less stable than the normal structure (figure 28). 
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Discussion 

 Even though we do not as of yet have structural conformation that the RU constructs 

domain swap, we have both functional evidence and evidence that our domain swapping 

mechanism is working.  Our mechanism is dependent on domain swapping being induced by 

conformational strain between the assembler and the lever.  When that conformational strain 

is released by the addition of a flexible linker domain swapping is decreased (figure 16). 

 The functional evidence comes from the observation of ribose binding in RU deletion 

mutant combinations.  These complexes are not actually domain swapped because there is no 

intact monomer; instead the complexes are created by fragment complementation.  However 
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fragment complementation is analogous to domain swapping (figure 14) so our ribose binding 

observations can be applied to the full length domain swapped species.  

 The combinations that bound ribose when not expected too by forming a bubble 

structure, provides information about the stability of different bubble structure-hinge loop 

combinations.  The bubble structure present in RU60ΔC 210ΔN and RU125ΔC 210ΔN can form 

stably.  However no other bubble structures forms stably because no other combination binds 

ribose.  RU210ΔN should be able to form a bubble structure whether it is with RU60ΔC or 

RU35ΔC but a stable complex forms with RU60ΔC, not with RU35ΔC.  This means that the hinge 

loop also plays a part in determining the stability of the complex.  In this case the only stable 

bubble-hinge loop combinations are RU60ΔC 210ΔN and RU125ΔC 210ΔN.  The other 

combinations are unstable.  We can apply this logic to the full length proteins.  If we know what 

bubble-hinge combinations are stable, we can start to determine what possible structures can 

form with each combination and what size oligomers are possible. 

  When WT RBP binds ribose its Tm increases by ~12 oC.  However the Tm’s of the 

combinations that bind ribose do not increase by a uniform 12 oC, some Tm’s increase as much 

as 30 oC this might raise concerns that ribose is binding to a site other than the native site 

present only in the domain swapped structure .  This could mean that domain swapping is not 

actually occurring because the native 3D interactions are not formed in the complimented 

structure.  However as we learned with the stable bubble structures, temperature is not the 

best measure of stability.  Just because the thermal stability is increased more the native RBP, it 

does not mean that stability is increased more than native RBP.  Additionally the molar 
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ellipticity of the ΔN and ΔC constructs are not the same as (figure 20) would initially be 

expected with constructs of the same length and same amino acid composition.  This can be 

explained by some of the complexes not being folded thereby decreasing the amount of helix in 

solution. 
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Chapter 3 

Discussion 

Here we have shown the first example of domain swapping between non-identical 

monomers an imperfect form of domain swapping that in which the swapped dimer contains 

redundant sequence.  This is an unexpected result because domain swapping had been 

previously thought to be a highly specific process, with all previous examples occurring 

between identical monomers.  We have shown that domain swapping can happen in a less 

specific manor as long as the necessary sequence is present, even if there is redundant 

sequence and, potentially, even if the sequence is interrupted.. 

 By the official definition of domain swapping (Bennett 1994), the RU series of proteins 

cannot be officially called domain swapping proteins because a solved structure of the oligomer 

state does not yet exist.  However based on the full length and long linker gel filtration data and 

the homogeneous fragment complementation data, we can confidently say that the RU series 

of proteins does domain swap and it domain swaps in a strain dependent manner similar to our 

previous BU proteins.  In addition we have shown that changing the ubiquitin insertion point 

can significantly change the kinetics of folding and unfolding, with equilibration time from 

domain swapped oligomer to monomer varying from hours to days.  

 In a perfect swap there is only one possible hinge region, at the insertion point.  By 

mixing RU’s with ubiquitin inserted at different  points there are three possible hinge regions, 

one at each of the two insertion points and one somewhere in between the insertion points  
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(figure 29).  We have some data indicating that imperfect complexes domain swap better than 

perfect complexes.  In brief, RU constructs were mutated to contain a cysteine residue.  RU’s 

constructs containing a different cysteine residue were mixed and allowed oxidized in order to 

“lock in” oligomeric state.  Constructs were run on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, so only 

oxidized oligomers remain.  This allows the amount and composition of oligomers to be 

compared (figure 30).  Our current hypothesis for why combinations tend to swap better than 

individual constructs is steric crowding.  When individual constructs domain swap the ubiquitin 

domain are close together and domain swapping is hindered.  The combinations that showed 

increased swapping have insertion points on opposite sides the 3D molecule, by spreading the 

ubiquitin domains apart the steric clash is prevented and domain swapping is not hindered. 
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Future Directions 

 Based off of our work with the RU series of domain-swapping proteins, our lab is trying 

to develop a triggerable lever system.  In a triggerable lever system domain swapping is induced 

when a small molecule binds to the lever protein, increasing its stability or altering its 

conformation to a point where it put conformational stress on the assembler.  Our current 

constructs are always on and cannot respond to the presence of a small molecule or other 

environmental signal.  By engineering a responsive element into the lever region, we may be 
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able to develop “smart” polymers that can respond to an exogenous signal change and domain 

swap essentially on command. 

 The kinetic data generated in this study can be used as a guide to engineer domain-

swapped proteins capable of responding at different rates.  By altering the location of the lever 

insertion point, the kinetics of swapping are changed.  Also in a domain-swapped protein, a less 

stable monomer will require less activation energy to domain swap then a more stable 

monomer, in this way sensitivity can be controlled by changing the insertion point.  However 

our lab has data showing that not all proteins domain swap with the same efficiency.  When 

designing a prospective domain-swapping sensor these two factors would need to be balanced.  

A fast domain-swapping protein that is not very sensitive and a slow domain-swapping sensor 

that is sensitive are two non-ideal extremes, and an ideal sensor would balance the two. 

 Our lever-assembler mechanism to induce domain swapping can 

potentially be useful in the development of domain-swapping sensors or in further 

investigation into the mechanisms behind domain swapping and oligomer formation.  This 

study has cast insights into the effects of different insertion points on domain swapping, while 

providing a second example of our lever-assembler mechanism.  We have also demonstrated 

for the first time domain swapping between non-identical proteins, the impact of which 

remains to be seen. 
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Appendix 

RU sequences 

RU34 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLE 50 
VEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKEST 100 
LHLVLRLRGGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAV 150 
VTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALK 200 
GKGNVVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGL 250 
SVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDA 300 
LKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITK 350 
ENVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 

RU60 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKEL 50 
SNVEDLIQQKMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQ 100 
QRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGVDVLLINPVDSDAV 150 
VTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALK 200 
GKGNVVEDEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGL 250 
SVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDA 300 
LKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITK 350 
ENVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 
RU125 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKEL 50 
SNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDV 100 
VSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIEN 150 
VKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRG 200 
GKGNVVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGL 250 
SVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDA 300 
LKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITK 350 
ENVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 
 
RU210 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKEL 50 
SNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDV 100 
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VSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGKGNVVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDE 150 
AIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALG 200 
AIKAIEAANRMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQ 250 
QRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGQGIIVVGFDGTEDA 300 
LKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITK 350 
ENVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 

RU258 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKEL 50 
SNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDV 100 
VSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGKGNVVEDEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDE 150 
AIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALG 200 
AIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDALKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVE 250 
MADKYLKGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQR 300 
LIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGEKIPNFIPAELKLITK 350 
ENVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 

RULL sequences 

RU34 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGGGGGGGGGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQD
KEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGGGGGGGGGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVED
LIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGKGN
VVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALG
AIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDALKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITK
ENVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 
 
RU60 
 
MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDLIQQKGGGGGGGGMQIFV
KTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGGGGG
GGGVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGMAAEFIAKALKGKGNVV
EDEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENIAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAI
EAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDALKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITK 
ENVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 
 
RU125 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVV
TAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGGGGGGGGGMQIFVKTLTGKTITL
EVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGGGGGGGGGKGN
VVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALG
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AIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDALKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPAMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITKE
NVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 
 
RU210 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVV
TAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGKGNVVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGF
DEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRGGGGGGGGM
QIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGG
GGGGGGGQGIIVVGFDGTEDALKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITKE
NVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 
 

RU258 

MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVV
TAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGKGNVVEDEGIPGASAARDRGKGF
DEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGT
EDALKAIKEGKMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGGGGGGGGGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENV
KAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGGGGGGGGGEKIPNFIPAELKLITKE
NVQNLEHHHHHHHH* 
 
RU Deletion Mutants 
 
RU34 delta N 

MTLIRRYTMGSSHHHHHHSQDPNSSSGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTI 50 
ENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRL 100 
RGGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEA 150 
NSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGKGNVVE 200 
LEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENIL 250 
QAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRQGIIVVGFDGTEDALKAIKEG 300 
KMAATIAQQPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITKENVQ* 
 

RU210 delta N 

MGSSHHHHHHSQDPNSSSGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDLIQQKVDVLL 50 
INPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIASDNVKGGEMA 100 
AEFIAKALKGKGNVVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQA 150 
ADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRMQIFV 200 
KTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRT 250 
LSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGQGIIVVGFDGTEDALKAIKEGKMAATIAQ 300 
QPALMGSLGVEMADKYLKGEKIPNFIPAELKLITKENVQ* 
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RU34 delta C 

MGSSHHHHHHSQDPNSSSMKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKE 50 
LGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGK 100 
QLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKELSNVEDL 150 
IQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDVVSHIAS 200 
DNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGKGNVVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYP 250 
DIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGLSVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIE 300 
AANR  
 
RU126 deltaC CHT 
 
MKEGKTIGLVISTLNNPFFVTLKNGAEEKAKELGYKIIVEDSQNDSSKEL 50 
SNVEDLIQQKVDVLLINPVDSDAVVTAIKEANSKNIPVITIDRSANGGDV 100 
VSHIASDNVKGGEMAAEFIAKALKGMQIFVKTLTGKTITLEVEPSDTIEN 150 
VKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRG 200 
GKGNVVELEGIPGASAARDRGKGFDEAIAKYPDIKIVAKQAADFDRSKGL 250 
SVMENILQAQPKIDAVFAQNDEMALGAIKAIEAANRLEHHHHHHHH* 
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